Comparison of different microarray data analysis programs and description of a database for microarray data management.
Data analysis and management represent a major challenge for gene expression studies using microarrays. Here, we compare different methods of analysis and demonstrate the utility of a personal microarray database. Gene expression during HIV infection of cell lines was studied using Affymetrix U-133 A and B chips. The data were analyzed using Affymetrix Microarray Suite and Data Mining Tool, Silicon Genetics GeneSpring, and dChip from Harvard School of Public Health. A small-scale database was established with FileMaker Pro Developer to manage and analyze the data. There was great variability among the programs in the lists of significantly changed genes constructed from the same data. Similarly choices of different parameters for normalization, comparison, and standardization greatly affected the outcome. As many probe sets on the U133 chip target the same Unigene clusters, the Unigene information can be used as an internal control to confirm and interpret the probe set results. Algorithms used for the determination of changes in gene expression require further refinement and standardization. The use of a personal database powered with Unigene information can enhance the analysis of gene expression data.